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This is a book of stereogram pictures. You will have to look at them at a certain angle or

distance and relax your eyes to see them. It also might help to double tap the picture quick two

times so you can make it a little bigger. Flipping the picture vertical or horizontal, could help

with some of them. Everyone is different in the way they focus their eyes on stereograms, so it

may take some experimenting. The main thing is to have a little fun with them. Oh, they are

color, so I am not really sure if they will work on the black and white kindle.
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Chapter 12 Chapter 23 Chapter 34 Chapter 45 Chapter 5Chapter 1The following are pictures

that I composed mostly from drawings that I did to create the depthmaps, to create the

stereograms. It is totally pictures. You will have to look at it just at the right angle to see the

hidden images, and everyone is a little different on how they do this.Most of them have the

image example in the lower, right-hand corner, so you will know what to look for. There are a

few that I didn't do this with, but you should be able to find the picture, on your own. Please

have fun.Number 1. Can you see the image? This is a simple one.Number 2.

Stereograms: Hidden 3D Pictures, 3D Wonderful Hidden Picture Vol.2 [Hidden Animals], 3D

Wonderful Hidden Picture Vol.1, The 125 Best Brain Teasers of All Time: A Mind-Blowing

Challenge of Math, Logic, and Wordplay, Hidden Words: 50 Eye-Popping Hidden Image 3D

Stereograms, Riddles: 100 Interactive Riddles and Brain teasers: The Best Short Riddles and

Brainteasers With Clues for Stretching and Entertaining your Mind (Riddles & Brain teasers,

puzzles, puzzles & games), Tic Tac Toe: 8 Strategies to Win Every Game, Kid Youtuber 2:

Hungry for More (a hilarious adventure for children ages 9-12): From the Creator of Diary of a

6th Grade Ninja, Never EVER Race a Reindeer: A Funny Rhyming, Read Aloud Picture Book,

Never EVER Tickle a Turkey : A Funny Rhyming, Read Aloud Picture Book, Spike: The

Penguin With Rainbow Hair (Ocean Tales Children's Books), How to Communicate with Spirit

Guides: A Psychic Development Workbook, The Belly Button Book: A Book for Children to

Enjoy and Learn about the Body's Navel, Lint, and Other Wacky Facts (The Bewildering Body

2)

Dave, “Hidden pictures. I believe they are also called stereoographs ( or something similar )

and they are fascinating things. I got this one for my kindle and that might not be such a great

idea for most - too small a picture - get them full size.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Fine Book, but Too Short. I like Hidden pictures.I like them a lot.This

book has some excellent pictures.I only wish this book had more pictures.”

Max, “A lot of fun to look at!. I'm not the type of person to give out 5 star ratings at the drop of a

hat, but this book is a very nice addition to anyone's Kindle library. It is certainly different than

your average book. I suppose that could be one thing that makes it a nice and interesting

addition. It should hold it's entertainment value for quite a long time. The other works by this

writer are also very satisfying reads. I would take a look inside at the very least.”

Maya, “To short. It was to short. Not many pictures. But otherwise it's really cool! Hidden

pictures is a cool book for who can see them!”

budice, “really good. vary good at this i love the magic eye there really cool how to see more of
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them the skull is cool”

The book by Loretta Montambo has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 15 people have provided feedback.
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